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AIR CONDITIONING CONDENSATION
DRAINAGE SYSTEM
CROSS-REFERENCED TO RELATED PATENT

0001. The present invention concerns an improvement to
the subject matter of U.S. Pat. No. 6,167,717 for “Air
Conditioning Condensation Drainage System”, which
issued to William E. Dudley and C. Ross Dutton on Jan. 2,
2001.

Aug. 25, 2005
piping from the unit to a Suitable point of drainage. Typi
cally, condensate collected in the condensate collection pan
of a/c unit will exit the collection pan at a discharge opening
and will flow into a drain line through a water trap, also
referred to as a “P-trap”. The P-trap is a U-shaped conduit
Section maintaining a water Seal between the collection pan
and the drain line which functions to isolate air within the

drain line from the interior of the a/c unit. Debris and algae
will build up or become deposited within the P-trap as well
as the drain line and will block the flow of condensate

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0002) 1. Field of the Invention
0003. The present invention relates generally to the com
promise or deterioration of roofing membrane materials by
the condensate from air conditioning Systems that are
mounted on or above the roofs of commercial buildings that
are finished with a roofing membrane that is slightly inclined
or contoured, So as to direct water to drain openings in the
roof and into drain conduits. More particularly, the present
invention concerns the provision of a roof mounted drain
System for collecting air conditioning condensate from roof
mounted air-conditioning units and conducting the conden
Sate to a disposal drain and Simultaneously isolating the roof
membrane from contact by the air conditioning condensate.
Even more Specifically, the present invention concerns struc
ture and materials for creating a plurality of nondestructive
water conducting paths over the Surface of a roofing System,
that will direct discharged air conditioning condensate from
roof mounted air conditioning units to one or more in-roof
drains or gutters for disposal and will Serve to isolate the
roof membrane from the condensate.

0004 2. Description of the Prior Art
0005 Roofing membrane deterioration is typically
caused by the presence of persistent air conditioning (“a/c')
condensation in localized areas on a roof Surface, regardless
of the roof Surface membrane or construction. It has been

determined through tests that afc condensation moisture is
laden with various chemical constituents and heavy metal
concentration. Moreover, as water evaporation occurs and
afc condensation continues to be added onto the roofing
membrane, the concentration of chemicals and heavy metals
will continuously increase thus increasing the detrimental
effect of these materials to the roofing membrane. Particu
larly, a/c condensation fluids attack the roof membrane in
areas where it flows and in collection areas where it tends to

collect in pools on the roof membrane Surface. It has been
found that summer heat will actually turn the water flows
and pools into boiling water which will literally oxidize the
roofing membrane. Extreme cold will freeze these water
flows and pools causing fissures in the roof membrane
surface. This problem is well documented by the National
Roofing ContractorS ASSociation, manufacturers of roofing
materials, and other roofing industry experts. Present meth
ods of removing the a/c condensation from the roof Surface
are not effective. The following is a brief description of the
most commonly utilized methods for afc condensation
removal from roofing Systems.
0006 PVC or Metal Piping:
0007. The most common method utilized for the collect
ing and removal of a/c condensation from a roofing System
is to connect a form of piping to the a/c unit and to run the

discharge from the collection pan. When afc condensate
drainage piping is utilized, the different types of drainage

piping will vary from polyvinyl chloride (PVC) piping,

galvanized Steel piping, copper piping, and even black iron
gas line piping. It has been found with condensate drainage
piping that the piping Systems quickly become clogged with
debris and algae that is present within the drainage System,
especially when the a/c unit is situated in a humid environ
ment. It is not unusual for P-traps and drain lines to require
Service three to four times per year to remove algae and
debris blockage Obviously, when a/c drain conduits become
clogged to the point that condensate water cannot flow freely
there-through, the condensate will build up within the con
densate collection pan until it flows into air flow ductwork
and then Seeks its way into the building. Service perSonnel
are then called on an emergency basis to repair the roof
Sufficiently prevent leakage of water into the building. At
times condensate will build up within the a/c unit until it
begins to leak around the edges of the collection pan, in
which case it will flow onto the roofing membrane, causing
deterioration of the roof membrane as mentioned herein. If

the a/c unit Structure is partially rusted away adjacent the
perimeter of the condensate collection pan, which is often
the case, Significant leakage of condensate onto the roofing
membrane will occur. The condensate will then flow along
the roof membrane, following the natural slope of the roof
membrane and will develop one or more pools of condensate
liquid on the roof Surface. This condensate liquid, because it
is laden with chemicals and heavy metals as mention above,
will begin to degrade the roof membrane. AS typically
occurs in roofing Systems, having condensate drain conduits,
because of traffic, age, and constant clogging problems
requiring Significant maintenance effort and expense, per
Sonnel having the responsibility for building maintenance
will eventually disconnect the condensate drainage pipes
from the air conditioning units. This of course, will cause the
afc condensate to be discharged directly from the collection
pan through the drain opening and onto the roof membrane
Surface. When the drain piping is disconnected in this
manner, it is done with the knowledge that deterioration of
the roofing membrane by the discharged afc condensate will
eventually result and that, as a consequence, roofing repair
will be necessitated in a relatively short period of time. The
eventual result is that the disconnected a?c drainage pipes
will end up as debris that is present on the roof surface. This
disconnected piping debris obviously presents a hazard to
workers engaged in roofing maintenance and repair and can
be a cause of damage to the roofing membrane.
O008) Internal Piping:
0009 While commercial buildings can be provided with
internal afc drain piping Systems that extend throughout the
building Structure to conventional building drain lines, this
internal piping method is Seldom used because it is expen
Sive and requires frequent maintenance. Internal condensate
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drainage piping is a piping System that is connected with the
condensate discharge drains of the various afc units and
extends to plumbing drain lines within the confines of the
building structure. Debris collected by the condensate of the
a/c units will flow along with the condensate into the drain
lines and in time will clog the lines. The algae that builds up
in all a?c drain lines also causes clogging of the lines. In a
relatively short time the drain lines will be sufficiently
blocked that flow of condensate drainage will be blocked.
This will cause the a/c condensate to enter duct-work and

flow into the building structure as mentioned above. These
Systems are virtually always abandoned due to clogging
because the drain lines, being located within the building
Structure are difficult to acceSS and Service or repair.
0010) Surface Drainage:
0.011 Even though the presence of a/c condensate on a
roof membrane is known to cause damage to the roofing
System, Surface drainage is the method that is most often
employed for condensate drainage. Since drainage Systems
composed of metal or PVC pipe will become clogged and
inoperative in a short period of time and are also expensive
to install and maintain, it has been found most practical to
allow roof Surface drainage to occur, knowing that the
roofing System will require repair at more frequent intervals.
In this case, persistent afc condensation fluids are allowed to
collect in certain areas on the roof membrane Surface,

causing extensive and accelerated roof membrane deterio
ration. It is desirable therefore to provide an afc condensate
drainage system for flat roofed building structures which
will not be Subject to frequent blockage by debris, algae and
the like and yet will continuously exclude a/c condensate
drainage fluid from the roof membrane Surface. It is also
desirable to provide flat roofing Systems of building Struc
tures with afc condensate drain Systems that will efficiently
drain afc condensate fluid along the roof Surface to appro
priate roof drains for disposal without permitting the a/c
condensate to collect on the roof membrane.

0012 Types of Roofing Systems:
0013 The following types of roofing systems with roof
mounted afc units are specifically noted as roofing Systems
that would benefit from installation of an air conditioning
condensation drainage System according to the present
invention.

0014 Single Ply Roofing Systems:
0.015 This type of roofing system includes all single ply
Systems. Such as ethylene propylene diene monomer or
ethylene propylene diene terpolymer (EPDM), polyvinyl
chloride (PVC), chlorosulfonated polyethylene (CSPE), also
referred to by its registered trademark HYPALONGR), ther
moplastic olefin (TPO), and/or other types of single ply
roofing membranes of chemically or heat welded Seam
Systems.

0016 Modified Bitumen Roofing Systems:
0017 Modified bitumen roofing systems include all types
of roofing Systems that have a styrene butadiene Styrene
(SBS) or atactic polypropylene (APP) modified bitumen
Surface layer.
0018 Built-Up Roofing Systems:
0019 Built-up roofing (BUR) systems include all types
of coal tar and asphalt built-up roofing Systems that utilize
felts or other fabrics as interply sheets that represent integral
components of construction.

0020 Metal Roofing Systems:
0021. The term “metal roofing systems” is intended to
encompass Standing Seam metal roofing, corrugated metal
roofing and any other metal roofing that is applied in panels
and having leakage preventing treatment at any panel joints
that exist. The term “metal roofing systems” is also intended
to encompass metal roofing installations having a metal
roofing membrane and having ridge members which are
attached to metal roofing by means of cement, bonding
material or the like and which Simulate Standing Seam metal
roofing.
0022. Other Roofing Systems:
0023 The term “other roofing systems” is intended to
encompass all other types of roofing Systems that have a
Smooth Surface of material or materials being eXposed to
weather and which define a roofing membrane that eXcludes
water from the interior of a building Structure.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0024. It is a principal feature of the present invention to
provide a novel afc condensate drainage System for the
roofing Systems of buildings which provides for afc conden
Sate drainage along the contour of the Surface of the roofing
membrane and yet isolates most of the roofing membrane
from continuous exposure to the condensate fluid and the
chemical and heavy metal constituents contained therein;
0025. It is another feature of the present invention to
provide a novel afc condensate drainage System for the
roofing Systems of buildings which can be provided in the
form of one or more Strip Structures that are intended to be
installed directly on the roof membrane Surface of a roofing
System to provide an open roof mounted Surface drainage
channel or closed drainage channel to conduct afc conden
Sate directly from an a/c unit to a roof mounted water drain
of the roof structure;

0026. It is an even further feature of the present invention
to provide a novel afc condensate drainage System for the
roofing Systems of buildings wherein the drainage System
can be constructed of Similar or identical roof membrane

materials as compared to the roof membrane or can be of
integral molded construction So that the Surface mounted a?c
condensate drainage System will be of Sacrificial nature,
being replaced as needed to permit the basic underlying
roofing membrane to have a normal or conventional Service
life;

0027. It is an even feature of the present invention to
provide a novel afc condensate drainage System for the
roofing Systems of buildings which is designed to capture air
conditioning condensate and to channel the condensate
along a non-destructive path over the Surface of a roofing
System and will direct the discharge condensation from roof
mounted afc units into an in-roof drain or gutter that is
constructed from any of a number of existing roofing
materials. Such as bitumen, rubber, CSPE, PVC, foam, TPO,

asphaltic, HYPALONGR), and/or any other common or
uncommon materials used in the roofing industry; and
0028. It is another feature of the present invention to
provide a novel afc condensate drainage System for the
roofing Systems of buildings which includes the use of
pre-manufactured Surface drainage System materials that are
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designed for installation onto a roof membrane to create a
non destructive path over the Surface of a roofing System and
will direct the discharge condensation from roof mounted
a/c units to an in-roof drain or gutter;
0029. It is another feature of the present invention to
provide a novel afc condensate drainage System having a
drain channel Structure that is in the form of one or more

Strips of material which can be cemented, bonded or heat
Sealed to a conventional roofing membrane and can be
molded and adhered to the roofing membrane or molded
onto the roofing membrane to define one or more drainage
channels for conducting air-conditioning condensate along a
roof Surface to one or more drains of the roof,

0.030. It is also a feature of the present invention to
provide a novel afc condensate drainage System for the
roofing Systems of buildings which is of integral construc
tion, being formed in any desired manner, Such as by
molding or extrusion, including molding or extrusion of
materials onto a roofing membrane to define air-condition
ing condensate drainage channels or collector basins. The
materials may be cured in place on the roofing membrane or
bonded or cemented to the primary roofing membrane of a
roof to create one or more water drain channels for draining
afc condensate or water from any other Source to drain
openings or gutters, while protecting the primary roofing
membrane from accelerated deterioration by the Substan
tially continuous presence of water, including air-condition
ing condensate or its constituents.
0031. It is another important feature of the present inven
tion to provide a novel method and apparatus for installation
of air-conditioning condensate drainage Systems onto roof
membrane Surfaces, which include attachment of drainage
channel forming materials to roof Surfaces, molding of
drainage; channel Structures directly onto roof Surfaces and
extrusion of drainage channel configurations from dies
directly onto roof Surfaces.
0.032 Briefly, the various objects and features of the
present invention are realized through the provision of an a/c
condensate drainage System having one or more Strips of
material that are Secured in any desirable manner to a roof
membrane Surface for the purpose of defining a drainage
channel along the roof Surface for air-conditioning conden
Sate emanating from roof mounted air-conditioning units. an
isolation wall or membrane which is applied to a roof
membrane Surface by heat welding, bonding or by any other
Suitable means that is common to the roofing industry. This
isolation wall or membrane can be a component of an
integral or one-piece construction for an air-conditioning
condensate drain element will be exposed to the weather and
any afc condensate that is present and will form the bottom
Surface of a roof mounted drain channel Structure for con
ducting afc condensate along the roof Surface to an appro
priate in-roof drain. One of the principal functions of this
isolation membrane is to ensure that the a/c condensate does

not come into contact with the roofing membrane over
which it flows. A pair of lateral ridge Structures project
upwardly from the outer edge portions of the isolation
membrane and are disposed in Spaced relation So as to define
a condensate channel there between. The lateral ridge Struc
tures can be integral with the isolation membrane, Such as
when integrally formed by a molding or extrusion process,
and define spacing containment walls which are of Sufficient
height to efficiently drain a/c condensate along the drain
channel without allowing it to overflow from the condensate
drainage channel and Spill onto the roof membrane Surface.

The lateral ridge Structures may be composed of multiple
layers of any Suitable roofing material if desired. Alterna
tively, the lateral ridge Structures may be formed by certain
roofing materials. Such as asphaltic impregnated board, for
example, which is fixed to the isolation membrane and
which is then overlaid by one or more layers of roofing
membrane material So that the condensate drain channel is
defined largely by the upper layer of Overlying roofing
membrane material and the drain channel defined thereby.
The a/c drain element, if desired, maybe formed onto the
roofing membrane Surface by an extrusion proceSS which
causes the a/c drain element to firmly adhere or become
cemented or bonded to the roof membrane.

0033 Under circumstances where an isolation membrane
of a roofing installation is composed of a material that
effectively resists deterioration by the chemical constituents
of air-conditioning condensate, air-conditioning condensate
drainage channels may be defined on the isolation mem
brane by adhering Strips of ridge material in Spaced relation
onto the isolation membrane. Preferably these ridge strips
will be of generally triangular configuration, having a rea
Sonably large base Surface for cementing or bonding to the
isolation membrane and with inclined lateral Surfaces con

Verging in cross-section to a relatively narrow apex. The
ends of the ridge Strips, and perhaps the entire ridge Strips
will define central openings receiving joint alignment dow
els that align abutting ends of the ridge Strip material.
Suitable adhesive or bonding material will typically Secure
the ends of the ridge Strips in aligned abutting assembly. If
desired, Strips of air-conditioning condensate drainage chan
nel material, having a central membrane and Spaced channel
forming ridges may have joint configurations that interfit
and overlap to ensure against leakage, and the ridges may
have end openings defining receptacles for ridge alignment
dowels.

0034. As a further alternative, an a/c drain channel may
membrane layer covering a roof membrane. In this case,
Strips of ridge defining material can be heat Sealed,

be formed on a roof membrane or on a drain channel

cemented, bonded or otherwise Secured to the roof mem

brane or drain channel membrane layer and can be spaced as
desired for defining a drain channel of desired width. Strips
of ridge defining material of this nature can be applied to the
roof membrane or a drain channel membrane in a manner

defining one or more collector junctions or receptacles that
are arranged to receive a/c condensate from two or more a/c
drain channels to minimize the amount of drain channel
material that might be required to effectively prepare a
roofing System for afc condensate drainage.
0035) A polymer foam material may be extruded from an
extrusion machine directly onto a roofing membrane and
may be formed to a desired air-conditioning condensate
drainage channel configuration Such as by means of an
extrusion die of the machine. Alternatively, the polymer
form material emerging from an extrusion machine onto a
roofing membrane Surface can be rolled or otherwise formed
in its uncured State, So as to cure to the desired configuration
to define a drainage channel. After curing, an external lining
of a Suitable protective material may be sprayed onto or
painted onto the polymer form to thus define a durable and
impervious external lining for a drainage channel Structure.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0036 So that the manner in which the above recited
features, advantages and objects of the present invention are
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attained and can be understood in detail, a more particular
description of the invention, briefly Summarized above, may
be had by reference to the preferred embodiment thereof
which is illustrated in the appended drawings, which draw
ings are incorporated as apart hereof.
0037. It is to be noted however, that the appended draw
ings illustrate only a typical embodiment of this invention
and are therefore not to be considered limiting of its Scope,
for the invention may admit to other equally effective
embodiments.

0038 In the Drawings:
0.039 FIG. 1 is an isometric illustration of a part of an
integrally constructed product Strip representing an afc con
densate drainage System which is constructed in accordance
with the principles of the present invention and is shown
affixed to the roofing membrane of building Structure,
0040 FIG. 2 is an isometric illustration of a part of an
integrally constructed product Strip representing an afc con
densate drainage System which is constructed in accordance
with the principles of the present invention and which is
molded or extruded onto a roof membrane Surface or

attached thereto in any Suitable manner;
0041 FIG. 3 is an isometric illustration of a part of a
roofing System and showing two roof mounted air-condi
tioning units and an air conditioning condensate drainage
System which is constructed in accordance with the prin
ciples of the present invention and incorporates condensate
collector basins having condensate drainage channels lead
ing from the air-conditioning units to a channel drainage
collector disposed in feeding relation with another drainage
channel;

0.042 FIG. 4 is an elevational view of a plate-type
extrusion die for extruding an air-conditioning condensate
drainage Strip having the configuration shown in FIG. 1;
0.043 FIG. 5 is an elevational view of a plate-type
extrusion die for extruding a pair of Spaced air-conditioning
condensate drainage Strips having the configuration shown
in FIG. 6 and which may be extruded for later attachment
to a roof membrane or which may be directly extruded onto
a roofing membrane;
0044 FIG. 6 is an isometric illustration showing a pair of
condensate drainage control Strips that may be extruded
from the die of FIG. 5 or might be formed in any other
Suitable fashion for attachment to a roofing membrane or
extruded directly on a roofing membrane,
004.5 FIG. 7 is an elevational illustration of a striker
plate having a configuration for Striking off exceSS extruded
or laid foam material to define the Spaced ridge element of
an air-conditioning condensate drainage channel;
0.046 FIG. 8 is an isometric illustration of a part of a roof
membrane, having affixed thereto two spaced Strips of a/c
condensate drainage ridge material which is constructed in
accordance with the principles of the present invention;
0047 FIG. 9 is a sectional view of a ridge strip construc
tion for an air-conditioning condensate drainage channel or
catch basin and having an internal Structural wall and
showing a joint alignment dowel member located within an
opening defined in part by the internal Structural wall;
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0048 FIG. 10 is a sectional view of a ridge strip con
Struction for an air-conditioning condensate drainage chan
nel or catch basin and having an internal passage or opening
having a joint alignment dowel member located therein for
Strip alignment at joints,
0049 FIG. 11 is a sectional view of a ridge strip element
being similar to that of FIG. 9 and being adapted for
condensate drainage channel or catch basin construction on
roofing installations,
0050 FIG. 12 is an isometric illustration showing a roof
Structure having an air-conditioning unit mounted thereon
and showing a air-conditioning condensate drainage channel
being defined by Spaced ridge elements applied directly to
the roof membrane or to a roof mounted panel defining a
portion of a drain channel; and
0051 FIG. 13 is a plan view of joined strips of air
conditioning condensate drainage channel material, with
parts thereof broken away and shown in Section and illus
trating dowelled interconnection and overlapping panel Sec
tions for joint integrity and joint leakage prevention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

0052 Referring now to the drawings and first to FIG. 1,
an air-conditioning condensate drainage System constructed
in accordance with the principles of the present invention
and representing the preferred embodiment is shown gen
erally at 10 and is shown in the figure as a partial Strip of
condensate drain Structure which is shown to be mounted in

any Suitable fashion onto the roofing membrane 12 of a
building roofing System. The air-conditioning condensate
drainage System 10 comprises an isolation membrane 14
which is typically in the form of an elongate Strip of material
that is compatible with the membrane material of the roofing
membrane 12. Preferably, the isolation membrane will be a
component of an integral construction composed of a poly

mer material such as polyvinyl chloride (PVC) which may
be layered with other suitable materials and may be rein
forced by a Suitable fabric to enhance the Structural integrity
thereof. The integral condensate drainage Strip material 11
may be manufactured by an extrusion process either being a
pre-manufactured Strip component for attachment to a roof
ing membrane Surface or, in the alternative, may be com
posed of a Syntactic foam material which is extruded or
molded directly onto the roofing membrane. The isolation
membrane 14 may be constructed of identical or similar
material as compared with the roofing membrane and will be
affixed to the upper surface of the roofing membrane 12 by
heat welding, bonding, by Suitable roofing adhesive or by
any other installation method or materials as is common to
the roofing industry. The isolation membrane typically
serves as the bottom membrane layer or one of the bottom
layers of the a/c condensate drainage Strip or Strips and
functions to isolate the roofing membrane 12 from contact
by afc condensate and the chemicals and heavy metals
present therein and also functions to define the bottom wall
Structure of a drainage channel for conducting afc conden
Sate from the condensate discharge of an a/c unit to a Suitable
drain in the roofing Structure. From the isolation membrane
projects at least a pair of Spaced ridge defining elements 16
and 18 which are preferably integral with the isolation
membrane or web 14. Additionally, the strip material 11 and
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its spaced ridge defining elements 16 and 18 may be
composed of a heat weldable polymer material such as PVC
which is heat welded to the roof membrane 12 and thus is a

permanent integral component of the air-conditioning con
densate drainage System. The Spaced ridge defining ele
ments are typically oriented in Substantially parallel relation
So as to define a condensate drain channel 20 therebetween.

It should be borne in mind however, that the spaced ridge
elements 16 and 18 may be oriented in angular relation to
one another or oriented in any other Suitable relation to
define a drainage channel of desired configuration and
dimension. For example, as is evident from FIG. 3 hereof,
the Spaced ridge defining elements and the resulting ridges
defined thereby can be oriented in diverging relation So as to
define a catch basin 22 or 23 for collecting condensate being
discharged by the condensate drain openings 24 of one or
more a/c units, Such as is shown at 26 and 27. Typically, a
catch basin 22 or 23 will be provided in the form of a
pre-manufactured connector Structure 23 which is affixed to
the roofing membrane and is also affixed in Suitable manner
to a Strip 11 of pre-manufactured condensate drain assembly.
Alternatively, a catch basin Structure 22 or 23 can be
constructed in place on the roofing membrane So that its
configuration can be Suited to the a/c drain and the roof
Structure of the building. For conservation of materials, as
shown in FIG. 3, condensate drain channels leading from
air-conditioning units may conduct condensate to a collector
basin structure shown generally at 24 which is preferably of
generally triangular configuration, being defined by a col
lector membrane 25 having edge ridges 26. The installed or
pre-manufactured collector basin Structure 24 may be of any
Suitable configuration and may be used for connection of
drain channels, for defining catch basins, for connecting
drain channels with roof mounted drain fittings, etc., without
departing from the Spirit and Scope of the present invention.
It should also be borne in mind that the Spaced ridge defining
elements 16 and 18 of the condensate drainage Strips or the
ridges 26 of the collector basins may be of any suitable
dimension or configuration that may be considered appro
priate for defining Spaced ridges having a drain channel or
basin therebetween. The Spaced ridge defining elements may
be of Substantially triangular or rhomboid cross-sectional
configuration as shown in FIG. 1, of oval or curved cross
sectional configuration as shown in FIG. 2 if desired. In fact,
the ridge defining elements may be of any configuration or
dimension for defining Spaced ridges projecting a Suitable
height above the isolation membrane or roof membrane
Surface to ensure that the maximum expected Volume of a/c
condensate and rain water or Snow melt flow will be

accommodated by the cross-sectional dimension and Volu
metric capacity of the drain channel. Additionally, Since the
roofing membranes of most commercial buildings are typi
cally slightly sloped to enable Surface drainage of the water
resulting from rain, melting Snow or ice to the in-roof
Surface drains of the roofing System, the Spaced ridges of the
condensate drain Structure must be of Sufficient height to
compensate for the Slight slope of the roofing membrane and
yet provide for adequate containment of the a/c condensate
that is intended to be acquired and controlled as it is
conducted to a Suitable in-roof drain for ultimate disposal.
AS an example, it should be noted that the ridge defining
elements 16 and 18 may be of differing height if desired so
that one drain channel ridge will have greater height than the
other. This will allow the air-conditioning condensate drain

age System to be mounted to a slightly sloping roof mem
brane in a manner accommodating its slope, and yet ensur
ing that the a/c condensate is adequately contained and is not
permitted to Spill over a ridge and onto the roofing mem
brane Surface.

0053) The embodiment shown generally at 30 in FIG. 2
may be of molded or extruded construction and defines a
substantially planar bottom surface 32 for contact with a
roofing membrane Surface. A pair of Spaced contoured side
ridges 34 and 36 are preferably formed integrally with the
isolation membrane 38 thereof and define ridges having a
curved or contoured upper surface as shown at 35 and 37.
The integral strip material of the embodiment 30 of FIG. 2
may be formed by an extrusion or molding process for later
attachment as a pre-manufactured Strip to the roofing mem
brane of a roofing installation. In the alternative, if desired,
the integral Strip of material of the embodiment may be
extruded directly onto the roofing membrane, with the
material thereof being bonded or adhered to the roofing
membrane Surface.

0054) Referring now to FIGS. 4 and 5 of the drawings,
extrusion dies are shown for extruding one of more Strips of
material either to form a pre-manufactured Strip material for
placement on the roof membrane of a roofing System or to
extrude the Strip material directly on the roof membrane
Surface. In the case of FIG. 4, an extrusion die shown

generally at 40 is in the form of a die plate 42 having a single
die opening 44 of the configuration for forming the conden
sate channel strip material of FIG.1. In the case of FIG. 5,
an extrusion die is shown generally at 46 which is in the
form of a plate-like die 48 having a pair of extrusion
openings 50 and 52 through which ridge Strips, Such as are
shown at 54 and 56 in Fig.6 6may be extruded. The extru
Sion openingS 50 and 52 are Spaced properly to define a
condensate drain channel 58 of desired Volumetric capacity
therebetween. As shown in FIG. 6, the ridge strips 54 and
56 may be heat sealed, cemented or bonded to a conven
tional roof membrane 60 or may be extruded directly onto
the roof membrane Such as by a channel forming extrusion
machine that is moved along the roof membrane during
installation of the ridge Strips. If desired, the extruded ridge
Strips may be coated with a protective material that resists
damage by ultraViolet rays. Also, if desired, the channel
ridge Strips may be formed from a plurality of materials or
a plurality of layers of material, Such as conventional roofing
materials, and adhered to the roof membrane by heat Sealing,
cementing, bonding or by any other Suitable means of
attachment.

0055. The strip material forming the air-conditioning
condensate drain Strip or Strips can be Supplied in rolls So
that rolls of extended length can be shipped to end users. In
the alternative, the air-conditioning condensate drainage
Strip material can be cut into Strips of Suitable length, i.e., ten
foot lengths, twenty foot lengths, etc. and can then be
packaged for shipment to wholesalers, retailers or end users.
0056. It should also be born in mind that the drain
structure shown in FIGS. 1-6 may also be installed by
constructing them directly on the roof structure through the
use of any Suitable construction procedure and materials that
are appropriate to the roofing industry.
0057. As shown in FIG. 7, extruded or laid foam material
in its uncured State may be formed to desired configuration
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by a striker plate 62 having openings 64 and 66 that form the
uncured foam material to define Spaced ridges, with edge 68
defining a flat Surface configuration during Striking of the
foam material. After the material has been formed and cured

a coating of UV protective material may be applied to the
cured foam Substrate in any desirable manner.
0.058 As a further example, the air-conditioning conden
sate drainage system of FIGS. 1-3 can be installed in place
on the roof membrane of a roofing System according to the
following procedure: The isolation membrane 12 can be
installed directly onto the roof membrane and suitably
oriented to accommodate the slope of the roof membrane.
The ridge defining Structures of the Strip material may then
be placed in Suitably Spaced relation on the isolation mem
brane or directly on the roof membrane, so that the roof
membrane becomes a portion of the condensate drain chan
nel Structure. The height of the ridge defining Structures
should be Sufficient to accommodate unusually low areas of
the roofing installation that occur due to roofing tolerances.
0059 FIGS. 1, 2 and 6 illustrate a/c condensate drainage
Strip materials of monolithic or integral construction and
which may be formed by extrusion, molding or fabrication.
These Strip profiles maybe composed of polymer foam
material PVC, Modified bitumens, Hypalons, CSPE, EPDM,
and/or other Suitable materials that are Suitable for conden

Sate drainage channels on roofing Systems. In each case the
profiles define Spaced ridges and a bottom wall to confine a/c
condensate and typically prevent its contact with the roof
membrane to which the a/c condensate drainage System is
affixed. If desired, however, ridge Strips may be applied in
any Suitable manner to a roof membrane Surface So as to use
the membrane Surface between the Strips to form portions of
the drain channels. The Strip materials may be composed of
any of a number of commercially available expandable foam
materials which may be formed in place or may be pre
manufactured and then affixed to a roofing membrane by
cementing, bonding or by any other Suitable means. The
condensate drainage Strip material may be composed of any
of a number of Suitable materials having the capability for
resisting damage in the presence of the heavy metal and
chemical constituents of air-conditioning condensate.
0060. The isometric illustration of FIG. 8 shows an
air-conditioning condensate drainage installation shown
generally at 70, having a central membrane 72 that may be
the uppermost membrane of a roofing installation or may be
an isolation membrane of the general nature shown at 14 in
FIG. 1. Pre-manufactured ridge strips 74 and 76 are
installed onto the membrane 72 in any suitable manner. The
ridge Strips 74 and 76 are each of the general configuration
that is shown in FIG. 9 and having a wide base wall 78 for
attachment to the membrane and tapered side walls 80 and
82 extending in upwardly converging relation from the base
wall. A generally flat top wall 84 is integral with the side
walls. Within the hollow interior of the ridge strip is located
a structural wall 86 that is shown to be of curved configu
ration and defines structural wall edges 87 and 89 that are
either joined with the base wall 78 or with the side walls 80
and 82 or both. The structural wall 86 provides the hollow
ridge Strip with enhanced Structural integrity and prevents its
collapse. It should be borne in mind that the internal
structural wall 86 may have a configuration other than the
curved configuration that is shown. The curvature of the
structural wall 86 and its relation with the base wall 78

defines an internal passage region 88 that permits the
location of a dowel 90 within the internal passage. A dowel
would be used at abutting joints of the ridge Strip material to
align the abutting Strip ends, to facilitate connection of the
ends of abutting Strips and to provide the Strip ends and the
resulting joint with enhanced Structural integrity. The dowel
will extend into the passages of abutting ridge Strips and
permit the abutting ends of the ridge Strips to be joined by
cement or bonding material or to be heat welded or other
wise Secured.

0061 Another ridge strip embodiment is shown in FIG.
10 and comprises a strip body 92 of generally triangular
configuration, which defines a rather wide or broad base
surface 94 that is adapted for being cemented, bonded or
heat welded to a roof membrane or a drainage channel
membrane. The ridge strip 92 defines inclined, upwardly
converging side surfaces 93 and 95 which merge with a
ridge top Surface 97 which can be of arcuate cross-sectional
configuration as shown or may be of Substantially planar
configuration, essentially as shown in FIG. 9. The ridge strip
may be composed of any Suitable polymer material or any of
a number of acceptable roofing materials, Such as indicated
above. The ridge strip 92 defines a central passage 96 which
receives a dowel member 98 in the same general manner as
described in connection with FIG. 9. The dowel bridges the
joint of abutting ridge Strips, maintains alignment of the
abutting ends of the ridge Strips and enhances the capability
of the ridge Strips to be attached to one another to form a
Secure joint. The Strip body structure may also be designed
with opposed lateral rib elements 99 and 101 which provide
a strengthening function for the Strip as well as establishing
an aesthetic appearance of the Strip, when it is installed on
a roofing membrane or on an isolation membrane to define
a condensate drain channel.

0062. In some cases the tolerances of roofing installations
cause the Slope of the roofing membrane to be uneven So that
a roof Surface condition exists that causes water “pooling
on the roofing membrane. When these pooling areas of a
roof are traversed by the condensate drainage Strips or
panels of the present invention, water pooling within a
drainage channel can occur. It is appropriate in Such case,
therefore, to provide condensate drainage channel installa
tions having drainage channel ridges of greater height So that
pooling condensate will not overflow the drainage channels
and Spill onto the roofing membrane of the roofing instal
lation. As shown in FIG. 11, a ridge strip shown generally
at 75 is of extruded construction, having base flanges 77 and
79 to enable the ridge strip to be affixed to any suitable
surface. As shown, the base flanges 77 and 79 may be
cemented, heat welded or bonded to a Substrate 81, which

may be the bottom panel of a drainage channel Strip or a
Section of a roofing membrane. Angulated Side walls 83 and
85 are integral with the base flanges and extend upwardly
therefrom and are disposed in upwardly converging relation
with one another. The angulated side walls 83 and 85 merge
smoothly with a curved upper wall structure 87 having an
upwardly facing convex Surface. The base flanges, angulated
Side walls and the curved upper wall Structure cooperatively
define an internal space 89. An intermediate structural wall
91 is located intermediate the internal space 89 and is
arranged with its opposite side edges 93 and 95 integrally
connected intermediate the upper and lower edges of the
respective angulated Sidewalls. The intermediate Structural
wall 91 is of curved configuration and is oriented with its
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conveX Surface facing upwardly. This curved configuration
of the intermediate structural wall 91 provides the ridge strip
with considerable Structural integrity and permits it to be of
Substantial height, to contain condensate as well as rainwa
ter, Snow melt, etc. on roofing areas that are Subject to
pooling. For example, the height of the curved upper wall 87
above the Substrate 81 can be in the order of one inch or

greater, if desired, and yet the ridge Strip will have excellent
characteristics of Structural integrity. The ridge Strip con
Struction may be composed of any of a number of polymer
materials, conventional roofing materials as desired, without
departing from the Spirit and Scope of the present invention.
0.063 As shown in FIG. 12, the ridge strip material of
FIGS. 8-10 can be used to define air-conditioning conden
Sate drainage channels extending from a roof mounted
air-conditioning unit 100 to a roof drain opening 102. The
ridge Strip material can be arranged to define a catch basin
104 which receives all leaked condensate from the air

conditioning unit. The ridge Strip material can be attached to
the roof membrane 106 So as to define a drain channel 108,

with the Spaced ridges confining the condensate to the drain
channel and ensuring that no lateral leakage occurs as the
condensate is conducted to the drain opening of the roof.
0064. As shown in FIG. 13, pre-manufactured conden
sate drain channel strips shown at 110 and 112 can be
constructed So as to establish an interfitting joint shown
generally at 114. In this case, the pre-manufactured drain
channel strips each have side ridge elements 116 and 118
that are of tubular configuration or define dowel receptacles
120 and 122 at the ends, receiving dowel members 124 and
126. The dowel members achieve alignment of the ends of
the ridge members, enhance the Structural integrity of the
ridge members at the joint and Simplify the attachment of the
abutting ridge members. A portion 128 of the central panel
130 of the strip material 110 extends beyond the ends of the
ridge members and overlaps the end 132 of the opposite
air-conditioning condensate drainage Strip 112. The panel
portion 128 is fixed to the central panel 134 of the strip
material 112, Such as by cementing, bonding, heat Sealing or
the like and prevents leakage of the central panels at the joint
114.

0065. In view of the foregoing it is evident that the
present invention is one well adapted to attain all of the
objects and features hereinabove Set forth, together with
other objects and features which are inherent in the appa
ratus disclosed herein.

0.066 As will be readily apparent to those skilled in the
art, the present invention may easily be produced in other
Specific forms without departing from its Spirit or essential
characteristics. The present embodiment is, therefore, to be
considered as merely illustrative and not restrictive, the
Scope of the invention being indicated by the claims rather
than the foregoing description, and all changes which come
within the meaning and range of equivalence of the claims
are therefore intended to be embraced therein.

1. (canceled)
2. (canceled)
3. (canceled)
4. (canceled)
5. (canceled)

6. A method for manufacturing an air-conditioning con
densate drainage System for the roof structure of buildings,
comprising:
placing at least one elongate drain channel Strip onto a
roof membrane, Said elongate drain channel Strip being
of integral construction and having an isolation mem
brane and having a pair of Spaced ridge elements being
integral there with and defining an air-conditioning con
densate drainage channel therebetween; and
fixing Said elongate drain channel Strip to Said roof
membrane.

7. The method of claim 6, comprising:
Said fixing Step being heat welding Said elongate drain
channel Strip to Said roof membrane; and
during Said heat welding Step, applying mechanical pres
Sure to Said elongate drain channel Strip for enhancing
Said heat welding thereof to Said roof membrane.
8. The method of claim 6, comprising:
Said fixing Step being forming Said elongate drain channel
strip directly on and in heat welded relation with said
roof membrane.

9. The method of claim 8, comprising:
during Said fixing Step, extruding Said elongate drain
channel Strip from an extrusion die directly on and in
heat welded relation with Said roof membrane.

10. The method of claim 6.9comprising:
forming a pair of ridge Strips on a roof membrane, and
heat welding Said pair of ridge Strips to Said roof mem
brane.

11. The method of claim 10, comprising:
applying mechanical pressure to Said pair of ridge Strips
for enhancing heat welding thereof to Said roof mem
brane.

12. (canceled)
13. (canceled)
14. (canceled)
15. (canceled)
16. A method for installing an air-conditioning condensate
drainage System for application to a roof membrane of a roof
Structure of buildings, comprising:
mixing a quantity of polymer foam material;
applying Said polymer foam material to a roofing mem
brane; and

forming Said polymer foam material to define an air
conditioning drain channel having Spaced ridge mem
bers and defining a liquid drain channel between Said
Spaced ridge members.
17. The method of claim 16, comprising:
after curing of Said polymer foam material, applying a
coating of protective material to Said air-conditioning
drain channel.

18. The method of claim 16, wherein said step of applying
Said polymer foam material to Said roofing membrane com
prising:
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extruding Said polymer foam material through a die plate
having at least one die opening of a configuration
defining at least a portion of Said air-conditioning drain
channel; and

depositing the extruded polymer foam material onto Said
roofing membrane.
19. The method of claim 16, wherein said step of applying
Said polymer foam material to Said roofing membrane com
prising:
depositing Said polymer foam material onto Said roofing
membrane;

with Said polymer foam material in its uncured State,
forming Said polymer foam material to a desired con
figuration to define an air-conditioning condensate
drain channel Structure; and

after Said forming of Said polymer foam material, permit
ting curing of Said of Said polymer foam material on
Said roofing membrane.
20. The method of claim 19, comprising:
Said forming of Said polymer foam material being extru
Sion of Said polymer foam material through a die plate
onto Said roofing membrane.
21. The method of claim 19, comprising:
Said forming of Said polymer foam material being moving
a Striker plate along Said polymer foam material, Said
Striker plate being configured to conform Said polymer
foam material to desired configuration for defining an
air-conditioning condensate drain channel Structure.

22. (canceled)

23. An air-conditioning condensate drain channel Struc
ture comprising:
a Strip of Substantially Solid material having a mounting
base Surface having a generally triangular croSS-Sec
tional configuration, having opposed angulated Side
Surfaces extending upwardly from Said base Surface
and being disposed in upwardly converging relation
and merging with a ridge top Surface;
at least one elongate ridge member projecting upwardly
from Said mounting base Surface and having upwardly
converging Side Surfaces and an upper Surface inter
Secting Said Side Surfaces,
Said Strip of material being of hollow construction defin
ing an interior Space and having a base wall and
angulated Side walls protecting upwardly from Said
base wall and being disposed in upwardly converging
relation with one another, Said Strip of material having
a Strip top wall being integral with each of Said Side
walls,

an intermediate Structural wall being located within Said
interior Space and having Spaced bottom edges being in
integral connection with at least Said base wall, Said
intermediate Structural wall providing Said at least one
Strip of material with enhanced Structural integrity; and
Said at least one Strip of material being Substantially Solid
and having a generally triangular cross-sectional con
figuration, having opposed angulated Side Surfaces
extending upwardly from Said base Surface and being
disposed in upwardly converging relation and merging
with a ridge top Surface.

24. The air-conditioning condensate drain channel Struc
ture of 23, comprising:
Said Strip of material being of hollow construction defin
ing an interior Space and having a base wall and
angulated Side walls projecting upwardly from Said
base wall and being disposed in upwardly converging
relation with one another, Said at least one Strip of
material having a Strip top wall being integral with each
of Said Side walls, and

an intermediate Structural wall being located within Said
interior Space and having Spaced bottom edges being in
integral connection with at least Said base wall, Said
intermediate Structural wall providing Said at least one
Strip of material with enhanced Structural integrity.
25. The air-conditioning condensate drain channel Struc
ture of claim 24, comprising:
a dowel receptacle being defined between said interme
diate Structural wall and Said base wall for receiving a
dowel at a joint between abutting ridge Strips for
alignment of ridge Strip ends for facilitating connection
of abutting ridge Strip ends and for enhancing the
Structural integrity of abutting connected ridge Strips.
26. The air-conditioning condensate drain channel Struc
ture of claim 23, comprising:
Said at least one Strip of material being a pair of Strips of
material each defining at least one elongate ridge, and
Said pair of elongate Strips of material being mounted to
a roofing membrane and disposed in Spaced relation to
define an air-conditioning condensate drain channel
therebetween.

27. The air-conditioning condensate drain channel Struc
ture of claim 23, comprising:
Said at least one Strip of material having a central panel
defining Side edges and defining a pair of elongate ridge
members each being located at a respective one of Said
Side edges and defining an air-conditioning condensate
drain channel therebetween; and

Said at least one Strip of material being adapted for
mounted to a roofing membrane.
28. The air-conditioning condensate drain channel Struc
ture of claim 27, comprising:
Said elongate ridges having ends defining dowel recep
tacles,

dowel elements being received with dowel receptacles of
abutting elongate ridges for alignment of Said ends of
abutting ridges, for facilitating connection of Said ends
of abutting ridges and for enhancing the Structural
integrity of a joint defined by Said ends of abutting
ridges.
29. The air-conditioning condensate drain channel Struc
ture of claim 28, comprising:
a Second Strip of material being adapted for end to end
connection with Said at least one Strip of material and
having an extended central panel Section being dis
posed for overlapping relation with a portion of Said
central panel of Said at least one Strip of material to
prevent leakage at Said joint.

30. (canceled)

